
The "Bracciale Milly"

Strengths and weaknesses compared to other devices: 
This  device  studied  and  improved  by  Auleta  Adriano  di  Sala  Consilina  (Salerno,  Italy  –  web:  

www.braccialemilly.it) is an important technological innovation which allows treating successfully the bad habit  
of finger-sucking. 

In fact, unlike the existing methods and devices, the Milly Bracelet does not block the mobility, nor the  
fingers’ joints,  on which it is applied, it only makes the finger-sucking unpleasant. 

The device strictly observes the EC norms and is made out of non toxic, non fragmentary, non allergic,  
washable and soft material. It is well tolerated even by the youngest patients and easy to put on. 

     
Moreover, the high versatility of the product allows the user to apply it on any finger of the hand, thus acting  

only on the fingers that are sucked. 
It is very flexible in use, adapting not only to every finger of the hand, but also to fingers and hands of  

different sizes and this is good for the shops that can store it appropriately and without wasting space.
It is easy to apply by means of the plastic rivets locked by hand and impossible to open preventing this way  

the inconvenient detachment of the device. The technical characteristics of the material allow its immediate  
removal. 
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Psychological advantages:
Research on more than two children with ages between 4 and 12 years has been carried out. 
Each teacher has for sure an experience of students who succeed with a minimum effort to face the school 

tasks and obtain good results, as well as students who have always found it difficult to deal with the same 
tasks. What makes the difference between a successful student and one facing more or less difficulties?

Why are there students that are so different in such an obvious and indisputable manner?
Surely the motivation to study is the main argument in this great process. Many studies and research have 

been carried out on motivation and teachers and psychologists know very well the difference between 
intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, more or less effective learning strategies and methods. 

Often, however, in these excellent papers, the biological and physiological condition of the student is 
evaluated in a scarce or less functional manner. 

For example, hardly does one think about how an incorrect position of the tongue could influence optimum 
school results. 

Analyzing the problem brought to extremes, in case of “isolated” and inclined towards self-satisfaction 
children, such as children with bad habits like finger-sucking or extended use of the pacifier, the researcher  
found that the absence of a correct trigeminal stimulus coming from the tongue can, in a certain way, lead to  
behavioural disturbances, besides the  bad habit. Considering the current opinion according to which a  
psychological disturbance leads to a behavioural refuge such as finger-sucking or extended (for more than 
three years) use of the pacifier, we wonder why a child sucks his/her fingers. 

       
This bad habit may derive either from a need of affection, shyness, character issues etc., or from incorrect  

position of the tongue that is not in contact with the palate, a sensitive area placed inside the incisive papilla  
from the back where there are five exteroceptors which serve to balance and stabilize our organism. These 
five receptors found by Halata and Baumann are able to produce a correct trigeminal stimulation necessary for  
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the stages of learning and emotional stability. Moreover, in the specific case of the said bad habits, one can  
also  have  deficiencies  in  the  craniofacial  development  with  dental  and  skeletal  abnormalities,  and  often  
respiratory disturbances.

           
Psychologically speaking, how does a baby who sucks his/her finger look like? Shy, insecure, tending to  

isolate himself/herself, unstable, clumsy in coordinating the movements of his/her own body.
By our studies carried out in our University of Pisa, by asking questions to parents and teachers, we have  

demonstrated that by intercepting the bad habit, but especially by retrieving the correct position of the tongue  
and proper swallowing, the children treated showed an absolute improvement of socialization, self-esteem and  
coefficient of attention.

This is explained by the fact that during the correct swallowing, namely during the stage of swallowing 
push, the tongue, better than the finger and pacifier, stimulates physiologically the trigeminal receptors that  
have an immediate action on the cerebral cortex (studies of Professor Antonio Ferrante) and on the locus  
coeruleus (correlated to anxiety) creating a psycho-emotional stabilization and a cortical "coordination". The  
above aspects suggest that malocclusions in children with disorders strongly related with tongue disorders and  
breathing problems, a lack of oxygenation and trigeminal stimulation can coexist, influencing significantly both  
the psycho-affective disorders and attention disorders.

Moreover, the recovery of the tongue functions improves certain aspects of the body posture for a reflexive  
action of the palate receptors with the posture regulating centres (trigeminal system -marrow) empowering the  
visual impact of a safer posture.

The school  education of  a  child  could  be therefore correlated also with  a functional  deficiency of  the  
Stomatognathic system due to the failed or altered trigeminal stimulation.

The intention is to prevent,  aiming at a psycho-physical  wellbeing essential  for  a good education and  
wellbeing during the evolutive age.
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Use and successful cases 
The Milly Bracelet is used for patients in association with a therapeutic stratagem defined by the fantastic 

name of “chocolate therapy”. 
The chocolate therapy consists in the intention to track in an extremely simple and precise manner a 

complex and important structure, the palate (receptorial complex of the second jaw of the trigeminal which is to  
be found between the palate’s folds). 

In practice, after having identified the area between the palate’s folds, the therapist and the parent put a 
drop of edulcorated substance, such as honey or spreadable chocolate or other substances, also sugar free,  
and the little patient is invited to lick the palate at the point where we applied the product. Repeating this  
several times in the day you start stimulating the palate with the tongue.

Cosí a l'egro fanciul porgiamo aspersi di soavi licor gli orli del... Lucrezio
(translation: So we, if children young diseased we find, Anoint with sweets the vessel's foremost parts)

This is in fact the first milestone of rehabilitative therapy that must be continued until a proper motor pattern  
of swallowing is achieved. While the treatment continues, the bracelet can be removed after 3 months, being  
sure that there will not be relapses of the bad habit. All this involves a careful collaboration of parents through  
careful  explanations  and  proper  communication.  The  therapeutic  success  consists  of  a  triangle:  doctor,  
rehabilitation staff/parents, patient.

Within our Centre, in all subjects treated with the Milly Bracelet and chocolate therapy we had no  
therapeutic failures.

Report extracted from indipendent research of Dr. Prof. L. Poli and others.

Caserta, 2011
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